
 

 

 

WELCOME LETTER 

Hi everyone, my name is Rafael Rodríguez-Pina, founder of +TOMATE together with my wife 
Montserrat Gómez in august 2015, three years have gone by since we started this contribution 
to HEALTH IN YOUR KITCHEN. The main objective at the start was to make a new, useful, 
healthy and very tasty product as NATURAL INSTANTANEOUS + TOMATE accessible to 
everyone, convinced by the idea that it should be ESSENTIAL IN EVERY KITCHEN IN THE 
WORLD and always with the idea of giving the best of us to leave our sons a more sustainable 
environment.  

We werenʼt wrong then and neither are we now when we say that using dehydrated +TOMATE 
as a supplement of our diet, we help ourselves and we help future generations enjoy our nature 
for a long time. 

Since then we have worked step by step to build an ecosystem that gave us the opportunity to 
make the benefits of +TOMATE accessible to all of you, explaining how it is used, what it is for, 
its dosage, its nutritional properties, recipes, etc. We keep working with the hope that the best is 
yet to come. We are guided by curiosity, the ability to give to the entire society and ABOV IT 
ALL MAKING YOU PART of our growing community of sustainable products, which are healthy, 
useful and available to everyone to make your plates easy, fast and very healthy. 

New mates such as our business manager María Rodríguez Blázquez have joined the team, in 
a journey that has allowed us to build up a team that expects to give you all happiness and 
strength. 

Life on the Internet goes by fast and communication lines grow unstoppably, which is fine, but 
which makes us different and unique is that our acts along with our words are able to get the 
warmth of our good work near YOU. Thatʼs why we go a step further today and we launch our 
web. 

We want to make accessible to you all the information about our +TOMATE : recipes, 
improvements, news, dosage, ways to use it, etc. 

In this blog we will upload news, you will know about our activity, where we are and we will 
attend all your questions. We want it to be a way to communicate with you all to bring health to 
your kitchen. 

As in every opening we want to celebrate with you in ten days when delivery will be completely 
FREE for all our products, all you have to do is to subscribe to our newsletter and give us a like 
on www.facebook/mastomate. 

Lastly, let me introduce our most recent incorporation: “Tomi”, our chat bot, will take you all 
through Facebook to discover "El Jamón del Tomate", a new way of healthy eating that is 
shaking up all kitchens in Spain. 
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